Name: Kerri Quinn
Position: Payroll Officer

When did you join Momentum Support?
I joined Momentum Support in March 2016. I originally heard about the advertised role from a past
colleague of mine Patricia Seery who is Payroll Manager for Momentum Support. The role sounded
exciting and I was happy to have the opportunity to work with Patricia again so I applied and have not
looked back since.
Tell me about your role in Momentum Support Head Office, Dublin?
My position within the Payroll Department is Payroll Officer. I work alongside a team of three. We are responsible for the running of
payroll on a fortnightly basis for Cleaning and Security Services across Ireland. Our tasks include internal customer

support, responding to any employee or external revenue queries and financial reporting. My primary role is checking all payroll
time sheets submitted prior to uploading to the payroll software to ensure accuracy of calculation and net pay. In 2020 I was
tasked with an exciting opportunity to co-project manage alongside Zach Corbett, Governance Risk and Compliance Manager for
the implementation of our new time and attendance system. This is an exciting new role for me and has given me the chance to
develop a new-skills set.
Momentum Support as a Business Working Responsibly Mark Accredited Business values
Community Engagement. Tell me about how you engage and support your local Community?

I setup Scoil Rince Curagh in 2013 in East Wall, Dublin 3. I myself have been dancing since the
age of four it is a huge passion of mine! Once I stopped competing on the international stage, I
knew I wanted to continue with dancing and opened up my own school. I am a fully qualified
Irish Dancing Teacher with Cumann Rince Naisiunta and my students compete with-in this
organization. To date the class has been very successful with Dublin, All Ireland and World
qualifiers. I am very proud of all my student’s achievements as they have received so many
competition placings especially with my two Dublin Award Regional Winners. I hope to
continue to grow the class and I look forward to what 2021 has in store for us. Thank you to
all those who have supported the class through a donation including Momentum Support.
What motto do you live by?

“Never let the fear of striking out stop you from playing the game”. Babe Ruth, American
Baseball Player.
What personal learnings will you take away from 2020 living with a COVID 19 pandemic?
With two small little girls under the age of three, working full time and teaching Irish Dancing I
tend to take it all for granted sometimes. In 2020 Irish dancing was completely taken away from
me as all classes were suspended in March and all competitions stopped. In 2021 I won’t be
taking any of this fore granted! I will embrace it all a bit more and enjoy every minute of it.

